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IT SEALS THE MOST INCREDIBLE BONDS

E N G A G E M E N T R I N G S / C O L L E C T I O N 2 014

LUCIENNE
COLLECTION
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LUCIENNE COLLECTION

LUCIENNE COLLECTION

53 - 66741

53 - 66641

53 - 66672

53 - 66781

53 - 66681

53 - 66751

53 - 66740

53 - 66640

53 - 66670

53 - 66780

53 - 66680

53 - 66750
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LUCIENNE COLLECTION

LUCIENNE COLLECTION

53 - 66761

53 - 66242

53 - 66370

53 - 66701

53 - 66610

53 - 66711

53 - 66801

53 - 66791

53 - 66691

53 - 66341

53 - 66390

53 - 66770
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SMALLER SETTINGS WITH BANDS

SOLITAIRES SET
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SOLITAIRES SET

SOLITAIRES SET

THE DIAMOND SETTING

DIAMOND SIZE & PRECIOUS
METALS

Our engagement ring set collection for smaller diamonds offers you the choice of several
ring designs. Out of six designs you can choose the setting you like, which matches
best with your finger. These settings are ideal for smaller Diamond sizes of 0.25 ct to
1.0 ct. These are based on various different diamond setting styles, ideal for smaller
Diamond sizes of 0.25 ct to 1.0 ct.

After the choice of your setting select the diamond size. Furrer-Jacot can supply all its
authorized Jewellers with respective diamonds. Furrer-Jacot is happy to set a diamond
you purchase from you jeweller directly. Be assured to receive a certificate together
with your purchase of a diamond.

Furrer-Jacot can supply all its authorized Jeweller’s with respective diamonds. FurrerJacot is happy to set a diamond you purchase from you jeweller directly. Be assured
to receive a certificate together with your purchase of a diamond.

53 - 66463

71- 83660
FLOWER

53 - 66461

53 - 66471- P

52- 66471
FILIGRAN

61-52080

53 - 66452

71-19420 - 0 - A
SOFT SHAPE

Finally decide für the precious metal colour you feel most comfortable with: Platinum
950, 750 (18ct) White-, Red- or Yellow Gold or Palladium 950

53 - 66452

53 - 66512

71- 83640
SNOW

53 - 66514

53 - 66534

53 - 66531
COCKTAIL

72-18860

53 - 66480

72- 01020
BRIDGE

53 - 66484
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MATCHING
WEDDING BANDS
& QUALIT Y DIAMONDS
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WEDDING BANDS

QUALITY DIAMONDS

A diamonds prize and ultimately the price of an engagement ring is determined by the four
„C“s: Color, Clarity, Cut and Carat. As a diamond gets larger (carat), shines brighter (cut),
has lesser colour and higher clarity, the price per carat increases due to the rarity factor

COLOR & CLARITY
The absolute finest white diamond carries a “D” color grade. These exceptionally white
diamonds make up a small fraction of all mined diamonds; therefore most jewellery
is made using diamonds in the near-colourless range. Most diamonds have internal
birthmarks, known as inclusions. These clarity characteristics are evaluated under 10X
magnification. Flawless diamonds are extremely rare and command the highest prices.
62-53090

62-53080

53 - 66681

62-53100

CUT & CARAT
Cut is the only human contribution to the diamond’s beauty. In the jewellery industry,
on the one hand it is used to describe the shape. The most common shapes are:
Brilliant round, Round, Princess („Square)“, Emerald („Quadrangle). On the other
hand qualit y certificates refer to levels of brightness, fire, and scintillation, which
indicate how well a diamond’s proportions work together to return light to the
observer: Excellent cut diamonds assure full light reflection. Diamonds are weighed
on a scale of metric carats, abbreviated “ct.” It is equal to approximately 1/5 of
a gram.
61-5310 0

62-53100

53 - 66781

62-53100
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DIAMONDS &
PRECIOUS MATERIALS
The precious stones and diamonds are selected with utmost care; each diamond
presents an ideal balance of colour, clarity, cut and carat weight — the “four Cs” that
determine its value — and meets the strictest ethical guidelines. Even for the smallest
diamonds, Furrer-Jacot will guarantee Top Wesselton VS quality. Yellow, white or rose
gold, platinum or palladium: only these three precious metals are used in the Furrer-Jacot
collections. Each one is a specific alloy, of a density that guarantees the total absence
of porosity. In keeping with its standards, the House uses 750/1000 (18 carat) gold,
950/1000 platinum and 950/1000 palladium exclusively.
All Furrer-Jacot pieces are made one by one in Schaffhausen, Switzerland, and each one
is stamped with the House’s “fj” trademark, which vouches for 100% “Swiss made” quality.

ENGRAVING & SERVICE
You can bestow your rings with a further personal touch, by having an inscription
of your choice engraved, whether by classic machine or laser. Should you so wish,
Furrer-Jacot’s skilled craftsmen can personalise your ring by engraving symbols or
characters of any language in your own handwriting.
Furrer-Jacot provides a permanent warranty for material and workmanship errors
upon your registration on our website (damage as a consequence of an accident,
negligent or unsatisfactory care and normal wear and tear is excluded). The House
offers a free resizing of the ring after one year, as well as an additional free resizing
if you pass the piece of jewellery onto a direct heir. Furrer-Jacot replaces for free any
lost diamond weighing up to 0.05 carat.
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ENGRAVING

Mechanical engraving

English Script

Hand engraving
Individual handwriting

Laser engraving
Fingerprint and text

Laser engraving

English Script
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The model jewellery in this catalogue as well as the trademark Furrer-Jacot are the property of Furrer-Jacot.
All unauthorised copying and emulation shall be pursued to the extent of the law.
Furrer-Jacot products are available exclusively from authorised jewellers.
The colours presented can deviate slightly from the original.

Mechanical engraving
BLOCK LETTERS

Hand engraving

English Script

Laser engraving
BLOCK LETTERS

Laser engraving
Poem

For further information please contact your jeweller.
www.furrer-jacot.com
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